Introduction

Laparoscopic surgery
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) has changed the way surgery is performed in Operating Rooms (OR). MIS techniques are increasing their relevance in almost all surgical specialities, and have become the recommended standard in many procedures, displacing open surgery. Laparoscopy, one of the most common MIS approaches, has been adopted by several surgical sub-specialties including gastrointestinal, gynaecological and urological surgery (Fig. 1) . It has become the standard technique for certain pathologies, like those associated with anti-reflux diseases, and procedures such as cholecystectomy (Cuschieri, 2005) . MIS techniques bring important advantages to patients, such as less postoperative complications, faster recoveries or shorter hospitalization periods. However, they also bring forth considerable limitations and changes for physicians. Specifically, need of high degree of manual dexterity, complexity of instrument control, difficult hand-eye co-ordination, and lack of tactile perception, are the major obstacles. These difficulties involve a challenge for surgeons in getting used to a reduced workspace and to a limited sensory interaction, to the evaluators' long term memory, and provide little or none constructive feedback to the trainee (Fried & Feldman, 2008) . A need for structured, objective curricula was thus detected, and one of the first efforts to remedy the situation were the Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE), introduced on 1975 by Harden et al., and developed together between the University of Dundee and the Western Infirmary of Glasgow (Scotland). OSCE established a report based on trainee's performance on different clinical stations by means of checklists and assessment reports, with the process and end-product analysis of the task clearly distinguished (Harden et al., 1975) . As successful as OSCEs were, technical skill evaluation is buried between its much more ambitious examination goals, focused on other aspects such as procedural knowledge or attitude towards the patient. As a result of this, and in the wake of their popularity, the Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS) were developed (Martin et al., 1997) . Like OSCE, they employ assessment techniques such as operation checklists and end product-analysis, but always centred on the technical and motor skills of the surgeon. They are usually employed in laboratory settings, using box trainers or human cadavers, and ultimately, live animals in the OR (Sidhu et al., 2004) . A counterpart of OSATS for Minimally Invasive Surgery was developed by Vassiliou et al., the Global Operative Assessment of Laparoscopic Skills (GOALS) (Vassiliou et al., 2005) . OSATS validity has been fully established, for skill training ranging from simple tasks to advanced chores (Moorthy et al., 2003) . However, the resources needed are high, ranging from the number of experts required at each station to evaluate the trainees, to the marginal costs of each exam per candidate. Laparoscopic video offline-evaluation has been proposed to reduce some of these costs (Datta et al., 2002) with good reliability results; but still the presence of a reviewer is required, and immediate feedback is lost for the trainee. On the last few years, there has been a been a growing interest on researching automatic methods for measuring the surgeon's motor skills; to provide him precise and immediate feedback on his performance, without requiring the constant presence of a supervisor. Training methods are being gradually changed, leaving the traditional ways behind on behalf of criterion-based curricula (Satava, 2008) . This tendency has been boosted thanks to the development and advances on tracking and computing technologies, which have lead, for example, to the appearance of Virtual Reality simulators for surgical training. A new vast research field has opened, were efforts focus not only on the development of training and assessment systems such as said simulators; but on determining what these systems should measure and how should that information be handled (Lamata, 2006a) . The present chapter will present an in-depth view on how Virtual Reality simulators have steadily become a part of motor skill formation programs on Minimally Invasive Surgery.
Metrics definition: How is surgical skill defined?
Difficulties on metrics definition
Since the need for structured and objective assessment programs became apparent, there has been much research to identify which parameters characterise surgical skills. This research has been boosted with the availability of automated tracking and registering systems such as simulators. Number, precision and accuracy of the potential metrics have grown due to the processing capabilities these systems provide . Determination of valid metrics is a complex process where great difficulties arise when defining quantitatively a surgical motor skill, considering how relative that definition can www.intechopen.com be. Different validation studies for a given metric may vary on the conclusions obtained; often, due to the nature and difficulty of the task associated to it. Definition must thus be carefully considered, as some metrics also require ad hoc characterization for a given task. Error-related metrics, for example, will be closely associated to that task's goal. Metrics must be taken into account in relationship with each other rather than on their own. For example, time taken on a task is not a valid parameter if the trainee commits many errors during the exercise. When considering several metrics, it has to be regarded that their nature may vary, and thus also the means for registering them. One may consider, for example, a movement tracking device to capture the tool's motion for analysis of the path length; but to combine that information with input on the errors performed, it will be necessary a supervisor or a post-exercise video-review. In this sense, Virtual Reality simulators excel themselves, due to their ability to determine qualitative parameters such as errors committed and perform final-product analysis.
Metrics taxonomy
Much research has been devoted to the definition of new valid metrics for performance assessment (Cotin et al., 2002; Lamata, 2006a) , as well as on determining the ideal skills, tasks and parameters to measure . Metrics can generally be classified into two main categories: Efficiency and Quality metrics (Fried & Feldman, 2008) . Some of the most important metrics identified in the literature are shown on Table 1 . (Fried & Feldman, 2008) For meaningful skill assessment, both efficiency and qualitative metrics should always be considered on any training curricula. Efficiency metrics are related with measurable physical parameters, and thus their definition is usually precise and has a strong theoretical background behind them. These metrics always require the use of some sensor-based device in order to be acquired, either on physical or virtual simulators; and thus are objective, reproducible and little prone to misinterpretation. A distinction can be made between motion-and force-derived metrics. The first ones include all those related with movements of hands and tools performed during a task: total path length, economy of movements, speed, motion smoothness, etc. Force related metrics, such as tool-tissue interactions, have also been studied by Rosen et al. (Rosen et al., 2002) , and, more recently, by Horeman et al. (Horeman et al., 2010) . Quality metrics, on the other hand, relate to the task's definition and execution. Most prominent among these metrics are the errors committed, the final product analysis, the sequence of steps performed in an exercise or procedure, etc. Objective and automatic measurements of these parameters can be difficult, and usually they call for the presence of a trained supervisor and the definition of clear structured checklists, such as those provided by OSATS (Fried & Feldman, 2008) .
Metrics for objective skills' assessment
Validation of metrics for skills' assessment
As shown above, there are many potential metrics to be considered for surgical assessment; however, not all of them prove to be as decisive for the task. A process of validation must be carried out in order to determine their relevance and suitability for the evaluation process.
Concepts on validation
In order for a test, or measurement within it, to be considered useful for the determination of surgical skills, proof of its reliability and validity must be given (Fried & Feldman, 2008) .
Reliability is a measure of the consistency of the test; the extent to which the assessment tool delivers the same results when used repeatedly under similar conditions. It is measured by a reliability coefficient, quantitative expression of the consistency of the tests ranging between 0 and 1. A good reliability coefficient has been approximated at values >0.8. Other useful measures of reliability are α, coefficient α, Cronbach's α, or internal consistency (Gallagher et al., 2003 Experts perform a thorough examination of the contents of the tests to determine if they are appropriate and situation specific. Establishing content validity is also a largely subjective operation and relies on the judgments of experts about the relevance of the materials used. For example a simulator has content validity when the tasks for measuring psychomotor skills are actually measuring those skills and not anatomic knowledge.
• Construct validity: degree to which the test captures the hypothetical quality it was designed to measure. A common example is the ability of an assessment tool to differentiate between experts and novices performing a given task (Schijven & Jakimowicz, 2003) .
• Concurrent validity: defined as ''the extent to which the test scores and the scores on another instrument purposing to measure the same construct are related''. When the other instrument is considered a standard or criterion, the validity test is called "criterion validity" Discriminate validity is defined as ''an evaluation that reflects the extent to which the scores generated by the assessment tool actually correlate with factors with which they should correlate''. • Predictive validity: defined as ''the extent to which the scores on a test are predictive of actual performance''. An assessment tool used to measure surgical skills will have predictive validity if it can ascertain who will perform surgical tasks well and who will not.
State of the art
Despite all of the metrics stated previously, many of them still require proper validation in order to be considered representative of surgical skill level. Time, total path length and economy of movements are considered in general as valid metrics, on the basis that an expert surgeon will perform a task more swiftly and denoting a more clear perception of the surgical space and the strategic approach to the task at hand (Thijssen & Schijven, 2010) . Path deviation is also a very popular metric, usually considering the optimal path as the straight line between two points (although this has been accurately questioned by Chmarra et al. (Chmarra et al., 2008) , pointing out the existence of a retraction movement in the correct modus operandi). Quality metrics such as end-product analysis and error count, although much more variable in their definition, are also considered basic for a correct determination of surgical level . New metrics are proposed continuously as the means to acquire and process them become available. Their validation and study pose as key research aspects in the development of new objective assessment programs. Analysis of speed profile was studied by (Sokollik et al., 2004) , with inconclusive results. Sinigaglia et al. identified acceleration of movements as a key factor for determining surgical expertise, studying their power spectra . A related parameter, motion smoothness, has been proposed and used by authors such as Stylopoulos et al. (Stylopoulos et al., 2004) . Chmarra et al. proposed measuring the angular area and volume of the movements performed (Chmarra et al., 2010) and employed them for automatic detection of surgical skills. Overall, the clinical significance of these metrics has yet to be further determined, and thus thorough validation is required before being clinically adapted to training curricula.
Virtual Reality simulators for objective skills' assessment
Ethical concern on patient safety has led to a tendency to bring the training and assessment processes out of the OR as much as possible. Live animals and human cadavers are used as bench models, which generates a moral debate. Box trainers have also become popular training means, offering simple but key tasks to develop the necessary basic and advanced surgical skills. Examples on different box trainers can be found in (Rosser et al., 1997; Scott et al., 2000; Fichera et al., 2005) . However, the real breakthrough came with the first Virtual Reality simulators, which allowed for controlled training and objective skills' assessment, on exercises ranging from simple tasks to complex laparoscopic procedures.
Advantages and limitations
Virtual Reality simulators offer some advantages that can add certain value to the training and assessment of surgical skills. They allow for training on controlled environments, and are always available for the trainee, without the need of a supervisor (thus reducing associated costs). They are ideal for monitoring a surgeon's learning curve, and offer a wide range of metrics which can be used for objective assessment, both efficiency and quality driven. More importantly, they deliver immediate constructive feedback of results and errors to the trainee, which some authors identify as basic in any effective training program (Issenberg et al., 2005) . However, some limitations have slowed down their clinical implantation (Lamata, 2006a) . First, there are resource-derived constraints, such as trainees' loaded schedules, which leave them little time for practice; or the costs resulting from the expensive technologies behind the simulators. There are cases in which these advanced and sophisticated systems are available in the hospital but residents do not find the time or motivation to train their skills with them. Secondly, Virtual Reality environments show limitations in realism and interaction, which might not be critical for their didactic value, but are nevertheless of key importance to gain the acceptance of physicians. Thirdly, there are mentality-driven constraints, such as thinking of a surgical simulator as a videogame with no didactic value. Prior experience with videogames can also be a handicap when facing virtual simulators. It can even happen that such systems will lull oneself to a false sense of security, built on the development of incorrect habits while getting used to a virtual environment.
State of the art
Over the past fifteen years, virtual simulation has become a reference on the field of surgical training, with many attempts, some more successful than others, to develop, and most importantly, validate diverse models. Surgical simulators can be classified according to the interventional procedures they are aimed for. Thus, we may find examples of arthroscopic simulators for knee and shoulders, as the InsightArthroVR (GMV Healthcare, Spain); cystoscopy and colonoscopy oriented, such as UroMentor and GIMentor respectively (Simbionix, Israel); intravascular simulators as CathSim (Immersion Medical, USA) and VIST-VR (Mentice, Sweden); and even focused on ophthalmological procedures, as the EYESi simulator (VRMagic, Germany).
In the field of laparoscopic surgery, we can find several well-positioned simulators on the market. As of this day, the principal laparoscopic simulators currently on the market can be found in Table 2 . To further characterise each of them we can establish (1) Table 2 . Main simulators currently on the market A final mention must be done to the many prototypes, which, without reaching commercial status, contribute to the validation and recognition of simulators as useful educational tools.
Among the research prototypes we may mention some as Vesta (Tendick et al., 2000) , Kalsruhe (Kühnapfel et al., 2000) , GeRTiSS (Monserrat et al., 2004) , and SINERGIA (Lamata et al., 2007) , which will be thoroughly presented in Section 4.
Taxonomy of didactic resources for Virtual Reality simulation
Virtual Reality simulators can be conceived as training and evaluation means built using different didactic resources. These resources are classified into three main categories (Lamata et al., 2006b ) based upon the extent to which simulators (1) emulate reality (fidelity resources); (2) exploit computer capabilities such as new ways of interaction and guidance (teaching resources); (3) measure performance and deliver feedback (assessment resources). Regarding this taxonomy, there are three main directions in the design of a simulator, which can be taken independently or in a combined fashion (see Fig. 2 ): (1) the improvement of Virtual Reality technologies for providing a better fidelity, (2) the enhancement of simulation by augmenting the surgical scene for providing guidance, and (3) the development of evaluation metrics for giving a constructive feedback to the trainee. This framework will now be used to evaluate and compare existing simulators, and to address the development of an optimal solution by assessing the value of these didactic resources. 
Evaluation and comparison of Virtual Reality simulators
Laparoscopic simulators, from simple box trainers with standardized tasks to advanced Virtual Reality simulators, are designed to train laparoscopic skills; but they make use of different didactic resources. A comparative analysis between some of the commercially available products is provided in Fig. 3 . Approaches to simulator design can be identified after studying how laparoscopic simulators make use of different didactic resources. The simplest one is an abstract conception of the surgical workspace focusing attention on the basic psychomotor skills that have to be developed by the trainee. MIST-VR "basic skills" was designed in this way, with an extremely simple interaction, almost no deformation and useful interaction indicators. The second approach aims at simulating a virtual patient with perfect realism, which is normally requested by surgeons. Force feedback is incorporated, organs are more realistic and interaction is enhanced. This is the trend usually followed by research institutions and companies, a trend lead by LapMentor as the simulator with the highest fidelity in almost every field (see Fig. 3 ). But there is one last approach that might have a great potential: to enhance a simulator with a "virtual instructor" to guide the trainee through the procedure and deliver constructive feedback. Simulators make use of computer and assessment resources that build this "virtual instructor" capability. MIST-VR "Suture 3.0", which has the highest use of computer resources together with LapMentor (57%), offers an interesting guided interaction to teach trainees stitching and knotting skills. Reach-In Lap Trainer (nowadays integrated with MIST-VR), which had the highest use of assessment resources (69%), gave feedback about surgical performance not with low significant measurements like time or movements, whereas with what could be the advice of a surgical expert, with messages like "too much tissue bitten". The value of these types of resources has not yet been properly studied.
Towards an optimal design of a surgical simulator
Designing an optimum Virtual Reality surgical simulator for surgical training and assessment requires a suitable combination of Virtual Reality didactic resources. The value and importance of each of these didactic resources should therefore be assessed. An important research question to be answered is to find the relationship between fidelity and training effectiveness. It would be really useful to assess how an increment in the realism of a simulation enhances or not the didactic capability. Fig. 4 shows a hypothetical line that relates these two variables for a given training objective, for example the acquisition of hand-eye coordination. The shape of this line is driven by three hypotheses.
(1) "A low degree of fidelity is enough to provide a good training effectiveness. It could even be the most efficient alternative", based in the fact that skills acquired with a simple surgical simulator, MIST-VR, are transferred to the operating room (Seymour, 2002) ; (2 On the other hand it is important to assess the value of computer and assessment resources offered. It could be contrasted if (1) "Computer and assessment resources can overcome some lack of fidelity and result in an even more didactic simulator", based on the fact that many times some interaction limitation is solved with a virtual interaction paradigm, for example when some colour code substitutes force feedback (Kitawaga et al., 2005 
Technical development of a Virtual Reality simulator
There are basically three main components in a Virtual Reality simulator: (1) a haptic interface to emulate the laparoscopic tools; (2) a monitor that simulates the abdominal cavity; and (3) a computer that manages both interfaces and runs the simulator's software, which in turn comprises four main modules ( • Biomechanical model: Due to their very restrictive conditions, which imply update rates of at least 25Hz, robustness, satisfaction with visual result and precision, a tradeoff must be achieved between complexity and speed when designing biomechanical models. There are two main approaches to be adopted : (1) heuristic models, (e.g. mass-spring models), or (2) models based on continuum mechanics, (e.g. finite elements models). There are several difficulties in this modelling process: biomechanical properties must be correctly acquired and tissue characteristics such as anisotropy, incompressibility and non-linearity considered (Picinbono et al., 2002) . The models must represent surgical alterations that occur on real interventions, like cuts, dissections and other topological changes. Simplifications are made to address these problems, mainly assuming linear elasticity (valid for small deformations) and reducing the models' requirements. These have the drawback of being less realistic and prone to anomalous deformations (Picinbono et al., 2002) .
• Collisions' detection module: Responsible of detecting overlapping objects and handling these detected collisions. There are three main types of collisions to manage:
(1) tool-tool, (2) tool-tissue and (3) tissue-tissue. Implementation must consider the time constraints derived by fast-moving instruments. It is usually addressed with a coarse remodelling of the objects present in the scene to reduce their complexity. One simple alternative consists on defining boundary boxes on objects, and detecting any overlapping between them (Teschner et al, 2005) . A recent advance introduces a fuzzy logic approach for handling tool-tissue collisions (García-Pérez et al., 2009).
•
Haptic rendering: Delivering force feedback is still an unripe technology compared to visual rendering. This sensorial information requires a minimum update rate of 300Hz, which is technologically much more demanding compared to the 30Hz of visual display. There are several approaches for implementing it, like using the biomechanical www.intechopen.com model (Delingette, 1998) or with a simplified geometric constraint force calculation proportional to the penetration depth of the tool (Balaniuk & Laugier, 2000 (Aggarwal et al., 2003) .
Validation and acceptance of Virtual Reality simulators as assessment tools
As explained before, to be considered a suitable assessment tool, a measuring test or device and its related metrics must comply with a series of validation milestones. Virtual Reality simulators are not an exception to this, and so we can find in the literature many examples on the efforts to validate the different models available.
In the beginning, validation as a training means attracted much of the attention, focusing on concepts such as concurrent validity, skills transfer or the learning curve associated to the simulator (Lamata, 2006a) . It is safe today to assume that Virtual Reality simulators are a valid supplementary method for surgical training, as effective as that provided by videobased box trainers. For further information, the reader is referred to (Gurusamy et al., 2009 ) for a complete meta-analysis of surgical simulators' validation for surgical training.
When it comes to validation as assessment tools however, there are more doubts about their reliability and fidelity (Thijssen & Schijven, 2010) . For one, the limitations exposed previously still continue to hold sway among many clinicians. Indeed, validation studies up to today are sometimes inconclusive, and many surgeons are still mistrustful about their assessment capabilities.
Validation strategies
Different strategies are employed to carry out the validation studies necessary for a simulator (Fried & Feldman, 2008) . Face and content validation, being for the most part subjective studies, are usually done by means of structured questionnaires and reviews. Face validity questionnaires usually call for personal opinions on the simulator's usefulness "at face value"; whilst content validation requires a more thorough and complete review of the tasks, skills assessed and metrics employed by the expert reviewer, before passing judgment. Construct validation is usually granted if the simulator is able to determine differences between groups of surgeons with known different skill levels (as for example, residents and expert surgeons). The strategy employed is to divide the test population according to these levels, and measure their performance and the differences observed on the simulator. Some factors may however dampen the results of a study if not properly considered. Test subjects should not have prior experience with the simulator, as their learning curve may be enhanced because of this. Also, some studies have shown the influence of video-gaming experience as an influential concern (McDougall et al., 2006) . Well designed studies, as well as increasing the test population, may help to mitigate these issues. Concurrent and predictive validations require an alternative and valid assessment method to be deployed (a gold standard), in order to compare the results obtained on both scenarios. Test subjects are usually grouped by levels, and similar tasks performed and measured in both settings. Finding a gold standard for this comparison is not always easy; usually, comparison is done via OSATS, motion tracking systems, or employing another virtual simulator. If the comparison is done in a similar time period, it is considered concurrent www.intechopen.com validation; if on the contrary the time lapse between them is considerable, it is predictive validation which is being measured.
Validation studies on commercial simulators
There are many reports considering assessment validation of surgical simulators in the literature, especially where construct and concurrent validity are concerned. This is reasonable if we consider that these two parameters are essential for the automatic and immediate assessment they intend to carry out. Table 3 briefly summarizes the conclusions arrived at on the main studies performed on commercial simulators for the last few years. (Sherman et al., 2005) Yes (Ro et al., 2005) No at the first exposure to simulator (Langelotz et al., 2005) Yes, but time and path metrics only (Hassan et al., 2005) Yes, more patent in second (Eriksen & Grantcharov, 2005) Yes (Woodrum et al., 2006) Yes, but only some parameters (Larsen et al., 2006 As promising as these results are, they are only but the first milestone on the slow road to integrating simulators on the design of structured assessment curricula.
Simulator as a skill assessment tool
Designing a Virtual Reality simulator for surgical training and assessment:
The SINERGIA experience
There is little specific literature about how to develop an efficient didactic design for a simulator. It can be found that an ergonomic task analysis (Stone & McCloy, 2004) was used for the design of the MIST-VR, but without any further detail. The construction of the SINERGIA laparoscopic Virtual Reality simulator is one of the best documented examples of the development process (Lamata, 2006a) , and this section highlights its main aspects. For a more detailed and thorough description of the design and development process of surgical systems the reader is referred to (Freudenthal et al., 2010) .
Didactic design of simulator tasks
Design of the didactic contents of a simulator is based on a thorough analysis of the training needs, driven by a surgical training curriculum. Existing solutions and validation studies are also an important reference for the definition of specifications, which are described with a suitable use of simulation technologies. The third main pillar in the designing process is understanding the capabilities and reach of Virtual Reality technologies. Human beings have perceptual limitations of the sensory, motor and cognitive system. Laparoscopy is characterised by a loss of sensory stimuli of the surgeon, which leads to the need of developing new skills. Knowing and understanding how surgeons interact in the surgical theatre and develop their skills is an important issue in order to address the design of a surgical simulator. This contributes to the definition of the required degree of simulation fidelity, a very controversial issue. For example, it is unclear the role of force feedback in surgical training (Kneebone, 2003) . Comprehension of the laparoscopic interaction leads also to the definition of objective metrics of surgical skill. For example, an analysis of tissue consistency perception (Lamata et al, 2006c) led to the definition of "Force sensitivity" training tasks in the SINERGIA simulator (Lamata et al., 2007) . Training objectives and needs of the SINERGIA laparoscopic simulator were grounded on the vast training experience of the Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesús Usón (MISCJU, Cáceres, Spain). This Centre has a thoroughly validated methodology of training based on four levels: (1) basic and advanced skills with box trainers, (2) anatomical protocols and advanced skills with animal models, (3) advanced procedural skills with tele-surgical applications and (4) practice in the OR (Fig. 6) . The SINERGIA laparoscopic simulator was conceived as a means for training and assessment on the first level in the pyramidal model. An analysis of the laparoscopic skills acquired at this stage led to the definition of seven didactic units: hand-eye coordination, camera navigation, grasping, pulling, cutting, dissection and suture.
Technical development
SINERGIA was developed in C++ language, with WTK libraries (WorldToolKit, Engineering Animation Inc., Mill Valley, CA-USA) and in a Windows environment. The chosen haptic interface was the Laparoscopic Surgical Workstation (Immersion Medical, Gaithersburg, USA) (Lamata et al., 2007) .
Fig. 6. MISCJU Formation Pyramid
Biomechanical modelling was solved employing T2-Mesh mass spring models for hollow objects. A T2-Mesh model is a surface model that seeks for simplicity and speediness of calculi, in detriment of a realistic behaviour. Nodes in the model have a mass assigned to them. They are linked with linear springs which act as energy storage and react against deformations. The equations' system is relatively small and, therefore, fast in its resolution. Nevertheless it is an iterative model and consequently mined by the risk of instabilities and oscillations . Solid object handling was improved by the use of ParSys, which are fast and stable models composed by a set of interconnected volumetric elements, also called particles. Volumetric behaviour is given and guaranteed by its structure and volume conservation by the constant number of particles in an object (Pithioux et al., 2005) . Collision detection was performed by an ad hoc library built for SINERGIA, which tests geometrically the interaction between tools (rigid objects) and deformable objects, and manages topological changes. Assuming that the objects are modelled by means of a triangular mesh, collision handling is posed as finding the new positions of the vertices of the triangles involved in the collision. The problem is based on the tool kinematics (the tool velocity vector) and the normal vectors to the triangles involved in the collision. Therefore, each of its vertexes are displaced out of the tool bearing in mind the fuzzy nature of the tool motion, which is modelled as penetration or sliding (García-Pérez, 2009 ). Graphical design of the scenarios was done with Blender (Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, Netherlands), an open source and multi-platform tool for 3D design and modelling, with a python-command interface. It provided the advantages of the ability to share 3D scenes from different platforms, and the feasibility to share models generated from real medical images. It was employed to design scenes (including exercises) and add the effects of texture and realism. Fig. 7 shows an example of a pig's abdominal cavity built using these models. Fig. 7 . Example of a surgical scene 4.3 SINERGIA objective assessment module Addressing the needs described for surgical assessment, the SINERGIA Virtual Reality simulator includes an objective evaluation system, in order to monitor trainees' learning curves (Fig. 8) . Objective metrics' definition allows trainees to learn from their mistakes by means of indications when errors are performed (formative feedback) or by visualization of the global practice score (summative feedback). This evaluation component can be used by three different groups: (1) trainees, who perform the tasks and whose metrics are stored and managed by the system; (2) teachers, who monitor and follow-up the trainees' progress by means of the evaluation interface; and (3) administrators, tasked with system and user management. Security is an important issue in the evaluation system. Thus, a teacher is only able to follow his pupils' results, and a trainee tracks only his own data, but can compare these results with an average mark of the global users' community. In order to manage all evaluation data, different graphics modalities are implemented for easy monitoring and understanding of the surgical skills' evolution of the trainee. Comparisons between different individuals or groups of pupils and data exchange for statistical analysis are possible in the user interface. Moreover, the system offers an easy to use interface which allows efficient metric management, while dealing with huge amounts of information. Its design has been validated by expert surgeons of the Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesús Usón.
SINERGIA face and construct validation
First validation of SINERGIA consisted on two tests to determine face and construct validity (Sánchez-Peralta et al., 2010) . Among all tasks provided, five were selected for the study (hand-eye coordination, camera navigation, navigation and touch, accurate grasping and coordinated pulling, as shown in Fig. 9 ). 10 novices and 6 expert surgeons took part in the validation experiment. Each subject performed each task in the SINERGIA Virtual Reality simulator once and filled in demographic and face validity questionnaires after performance. No external help was given during the exercises; only a brief explanation of the task prior performance. Results are shown in Table 4 . Significance was calculated using the Mann-Whitney U test for P<0.05. Statistical analysis highlighted significant differences between the experienced and non-experienced groups in 60% of the evaluated metrics, which implies a partial construct validity being reached. Face validity is confirmed in the questionnaires, where there are no significant differences in any of the evaluated aspects. Results also showed that both groups considered the most remarkable characteristic in SINERGIA its usefulness as a learning tool for basic laparoscopic skills, rating it with the highest possible score.
Alternative technologies for objective surgical evaluation
In order to give a complete picture of the current state of the art on surgical assessment technologies, and to understand where Virtual Reality simulators stand in the bigger picture, we will briefly present other ways for acquiring efficiency measurements for objective evaluation.
On the last few years several systems have been developed for force and movement analysis (Moorthy et al, 2003) . All these have in common the need for some means to capture the value of objective metrics. This is usually achieved by active or passive tracking devices. Active tracking relies on optical, electromagnetic or mechanical sensors mounted on the surgical tools. Passive tracking relies on the external detection of markers placed on the instruments, using ultrasound or electromagnetic technologies. The reader is referred to (Chmarra et al., 2007) for more information behind the technologies behind tracking systems. Table 4 . Metrics results for novices and experts
The technology behind these devices is all but the same than that employed by the haptic systems of Virtual Reality simulators (indeed, they can be exchangeable), so the main difference resides in the tracking system's application: instead of software-based virtual tasks, they are used as training and assessment means on box trainers and even the OR. Force sensing has been mainly approached by Rosen et al. (Rosen et al., 2002) . They demonstrated that experienced surgeons apply higher force/torque magnitudes during tissue dissection than novices, and vice versa for tissue manipulation. Sensing was performed by a specially built system, the BlueDragon, a bulky device with built-in mechanical sensors. More recently, Horeman et al. have approached tool/tissue forces detection by means of a pressure platform placed under the box trainer task (Horeman et al., 2010) . However, movement sensing has been one of the most common approaches followed. Motion tracking systems register both the position (x,y,z coordinates) and orientation (yaw, pitch and roll) of the surgical tools. Systems have been developed that place position sensors www.intechopen.com on tools or on hands and fingertips, such as ADEPT (Hanna et al., 1998) , ICSAD (Datta et al., 2001) , CELTS (Stylopoulos et al., 2004) , or TrEndo (Chmarra et al., 2006) . Among other things, measuring trajectories has been used for speed and acceleration calculi, optimal path and economy of movement determination, depth perception and movement sequences analysis, and repetitions or idle states detection. Active sensing has the disadvantages of introducing new elements on the surgical theatre, thus altering it, and also of modifying the tools' ergonomics. Passive sensing systems have thus been also developed for motion tracking, such as the Zebris (Sokollik et al., 2004 ). An interesting approach for passive sensing can be the analysis of the laparoscopic videos, which allow tracking of movements employing computer vision techniques. This way, information about position and trajectories can be acquired, which can then be used to obtain speeds and accelerations, and for metrics calculation such as economy of movements, efficiency, optimal path, etc. The challenge of this approach is to exploit the 2D information of the surgical scenario captured by the endoscope in order to assess the laparoscopic tool's 3D position. This approach solves the problem of calculating the 3D position and orientation of a tool with only the 2D information extracted from each frame of a video sequence. Combining segmentation and edge detection techniques, position of the surgical tools' borders is determined. Knowing the tool's cylindrical geometrical dimensions and its 2D projection as denoted by the detected borders, real 3D tool's pose is calculated (Fig. 10) . The mathematical equation for this calculus is a description of the geometrical relations between the tools, trocars and the optical centre of the camera; its complete description and explanation can be found in (Cano et al., 2008) . Current tracking performance of these methods, with an accuracy of 9.28mm, is good enough for gesture analysis and objective evaluation of surgical manoeuvres. 
Discussion
Developing structured training curricula for laparoscopic surgery has become a priority in the past few decades. There are several reasons behind this: primarily, there is an evergrowing social concern on patient safety, whether on medical errors or on the ethics behind www.intechopen.com training on real patients. It has become also necessary to optimize resident's timetables, and evolve efficient training programs around them. Finally, there is a need to maximize the efficiency/cost ratios of these programs. Within these new curricula, Virtual Reality simulators, along with the aforementioned tracking systems, present themselves as useful methods for training and assessing skills in laboratory settings. In these conditions, the trainee is able to practice his skills in a stress-free environment and receive objective feedback of his technical performance. A good example on trying to integrate Virtual Reality simulators on surgical curricula can be found in ). However, controversy has surrounded their use since the very first models. Their lack of realism has been one of the strongest arguments employed against them. Much work is still required in this field; some authors have even pointed out that surgeons and trainees seem to prefer training on physical simulators due to the more realistic visual and tactile sensations involved (Chmarra et al., 2008; Gurusamy et al., 2009) . Validation studies have, however, proved over the last few years that these limitations do not diminish the training effectiveness; indeed, where the ultimate goal is the acquisition of motor skills such as handeye coordination or depth perception, a realistic scenario does not necessarily add much value to the training process. But whilst training effectiveness seems to be generally accepted, the same cannot still be said of their assessment capabilities (Thijssen & Schijven, 2010) . This, however, can be partly blamed on the difficulties of defining a standardized training curriculum, and its associated metrics. Although this problem could be extended to other areas of surgical training besides Virtual Reality simulators, in their case it becomes magnified if considered along their limitations and their slow acceptance (Liselotte & Dewan, 2009 ). The truth is that, no matter what, the possibilities of Virtual Reality simulators as evaluation tools are potentially great. The fact that they are ever available for training, their reproducibility and the immediate feedback they provide mean that training and assessment of skills can be easily accommodated to the trainee's schedule. Also, their unrivalled ability to capture and acquire not only efficiency metrics but also quality based ones gives them an important advantage over other acquisition devices. The variety of tasks available, from simple exercises to complex interventions, allows also extending their range to the field of cognitive knowledge. No doubt in the future Virtual Reality simulation will focus on the improvement of the visual and tactic experience for the user; as technologies become available. But it will be interesting to see their clinical evolution concerning their assessment capabilities. One promising research area is the automatic determination of surgical level. These techniques have already been explored by some authors (Rosen et al., 2002 , Chmarra et al., 2009 Megali et al., 2006) , applying techniques such as Hidden Markov Models or Linear Discriminant Analysis. Their inclusion on future generations of Virtual Reality simulators could help improve their value as objective assessment tools. To conclude, it is necessary to stress the complimentary role that Virtual Reality simulators and other tracking devices play in the much larger scope of the surgical structured curricula. Despite the need for objectivity, the fact remains that final expertise accreditation should come by the hand of an expert mentor. There will always be a subjective component to the determination of a surgeon's readiness, which will imply judging abilities such as reaction time, mentality, patient care, handling of stress or group working capability. These are all important factors that add a human dimension to the qualification process, and thus should always be considered.
Conclusion
Studies on Virtual Reality simulators over the last few years have focused especially on their training capabilities, determining whether motor skills acquisition on them is really effective and if they really translate to the OR afterwards. The present chapter has presented them from a different, although related, perspective: their usefulness as skills' assessment tools. While acceptance of Virtual Reality simulators is growing by the day as validation studies prove their usefulness, the development of training curricula to determine surgical expertise is not being so easy. It has been the authors' goals in this chapter to convey to the reader the actual state of the art of Virtual Reality simulators in the field of skills assessment, in relation to other devices such as sensor-based tracking systems; to point out to him their limitations and advantages; and further still, to give him insight on the development and validation process of a surgical simulator (SINERGIA) in order to prove that, despite their limitations and the complications surrounding them, we believe that in the near future, Virtual Reality will play an important role on structured and objective skills assessment.
